
The Lloyd has received lots of visibility in the past month, having been
featured on television, radio, in two local media publications and in a
scholarly journal. We've also enjoyed the enthusiasm attendees brought to
our last two events. We look forward to seeing more of you at this week's
program!

Lloyd Renovation Featured in Local Media

Local12 and their partner Cincinnati
Business Courier showcased the Lloyd's
upcoming building renovation.
Highlighting both the greater variety and
numbers of Lloyd visitors in recent years,
the articles addressed the need for
adapted and expanded space, inside and
out. In addition, the renovation will
reflect sustainability as part of the
overall design.

CityBeat Names Lloyd in Best of Cincinnati

It's official! In their 27th annual Best of Cincinnati
issue, CityBeat magazine named the Lloyd "Best
Place to See Botanical Prints" among the Staff
Picks. Described as a "treasure trove," CityBeat
praised not just our physical collections, but our
Instagram page as part of the "downright cool"
Lloyd experience.
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Stopping the Spread of Infectious Disease

Lloyd Fellow Elizabeth Yuko joined Carl J.
Fichtenbaum, Vice Chair for Clinical Research for
Internal Medicine at the University of Cincinnati,
on WVXU's Cincinnati Edition. They discussed
stopping the spread of infectious disease, past and
present. Yuko's findings drew on her research at
the Lloyd. Listen to the radio program here.

Lloyd Fellow Published in Literature Compass

2022 Lloyd Fellow Lindsay Wells' article "Tobacco for
the Flower Garden" appeared in the March 16 issue of
Literature Compass. Wells examines the collecting,
marketing, and displaying of plantation crops as garden
ornaments in 19th-century Britain. While at the Lloyd,
she also used Victorian botanical journals and related
works to write a chapter for her upcoming book Evergreen Empire: The
Horticultural Politics of British Painting.

Playing at the Bottom of
a 450-Million-Year-Old Ocean

When: This Wednesday, April 26, 7-8 p.m.
Where: In person at the Lloyd Library and
also offered virtually

Join Brenda Hunda, Curator of Invertebrate
Paleontology at the Cincinnati Museum Center and
Adjunct Professor at the University of Cincinnati,
in exploring the animal life and communities of the

ancient ocean captured in the fossils of the Cincinnati area. As records from
an ocean that covered most of North America 450 million years ago, these
world-famous fossils reveal not only the past, but tell us about our modern
marine ecosystems.

Register for the In-Person event

Register for the Virtual event
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Visit our Current Exhibition, The Mighty Deep

Lloyd Library & Museum | 513-721-3707 | contact@lloydlibrary.org
917 Plum St.

Cincinnati, OH 45202
Hours: 9:00-4:00, Monday through Friday

and 3rd Saturday of the month
www.lloydlibrary.org

Stay Connected

         

Celebrate National Library Week with a Visit to the Lloyd
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